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Language is a powerful 
tool for directing energy 

into form. We can 
change our lives in a 
matter of moments by 
changing our thoughts 

and the words we speak. 
Our words are powerful, 
so powerful that they 

create our reality. We are 
creating our future as 

we speak it.

A Family of Inspiration

COOK

Love is friendship that 
has caught fire. It is quiet 
understanding, mutual 
confidence, sharing and 
forgiving. It is loyalty 
through good and bad 
times. It settles for less 

than perfection and 
makes allowances for 
human weaknesses. 
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Be anxious for 
nothing. Instead, 
pray about every 
thing. Make your 
requests known to 
God, and the peace 
of God will guard 
your hearts and 

thoughts.

Purify yourself. . . Right at 
this moment, you have the 
power to decide whether 
you want to be happy and 
let go, or keep negative 
emotions held up within 

you. Guard your minds. . . 
What you allow to go into 

it can subconsciously 
affect your behavior. Be 
careful of the things you 

listen to. 
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Have no fear of moving 
into the unknown. Simply 

step out fearlessly 
knowing that I am with 
you, therefore no harm 
can befall you; all is 

very, very well. Do this 
in complete faith and 

confidence. 

MISSION:
The idea of this t-shirt collection was to enlighten the 
Cook family with messages of inspiration while pro-

moting a subconscious interaction among the 
members (especially in today’s internet social net-
working culture). Each shirt displays a different mes-

sage that matches the mood of its color. This is 
completed in hopes to bring the family closer while 

teaching Biblical doctrines in lamens terms. 
COOK-A Family of Inspiration





PURIFY PAMPER PERFECTSteps to a Clean Start:*Assess your skin BEFORE purchasing your skin care system.(go to a skin care consultant like myself for any questions)

Are you oily or dry?
Do you have noticeable pores?

Do you have dry spots?

Do you have dark spots?

Wrinkles?

1. Cleanser - gently wash your face in upward circular motions to ensure all dirt, oil and debris is removed.2. Toner - this closes your pores off after rinsing the cleanserto ensure no product gets into your skin and causes irritation.3. Treatment - specialty products used to address the issuesyou have with your skin (from the assessment above)
4. Moisterizer - moisterizing is essential to healthy youngerlooking and feeling skin, even if you are oily.Ask me why?

What do you like the most and leastabout your skin? etc.

Now that we have a fresh clean and moisterizedface... Let’s discuss Treatment a little more in depth.Shall we?

Remember that assessment from the Purity section?*Let’s talk about some of the most common complaintswomen have about their skin and the products they can useto zap these issues right out of our hearts.

The Finishing Touches ;)*Not all of us wear make-up and that is ok, however a lotof us do and ENJOY Make-up Application! So let’s chat...-Oil

(Cream, Liquid, Powder)
Primer (make your application stick and last longer)

Concealer (smooth out and cover up)
Foundation (even out)

Eye to Lip Contrast

Blending with Blush
Lashes (Strip vs Individual which is best?)

*Final comments and tips to improve ourappearance as Princesses to the Kingdom

-Dryness

-Dark Circles

-Age spots

-Acne

Natural Remedies (What can we do with these grocery items???)

Sister Elise Elliot Volunteer

honey
lime juice
lemon juice
rice water
tea tree oil
water
milk
turmeric powder

The most common among my beautiful nubian sistas...UNEVEN COMPLEXTION!!!! NOOOO!!!!(Interesting fact about color pigmentation... want to knowwhere the discoloration comes from and an easy way to get rid of it???)

1 Timothy 2:9 “I also want the women to dress modestly, with decency and propriety, adorning themselves, not with elaborate hairstyles or gold or pearls or expensive clothes.” (NIV)

1 Timothy 2:9 “In like manner also, that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with broided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array.” (KJV)

1 Timothy 2:9 “Likewise also that women should adorn themselves in respectable apparel, with modesty and self-control, not with braided hair and gold or pearls or costly attire” (ESV)

- The SCIENCE of Beauty -

CIERA RENEE’ COOK
CONTACT INFORMATION

SPECIAL THANKS TO 

Skin Care Consultant

Make-Up Artist

ciera.r.cook@gmail.com

Living Rock Christian Center

1801 Redfern Ave, Far Rockaway, NY 11691

Amway Corporation

MichaelCookJr (Hubby)

GOD

843.492.3480

Spa Parties, Beauty Breaks, Weddings,

Prom, Ladies Night

INTERNAL BEAUTY 

EXTERNALLY ENHANCEDwww.amway.com/mikeandci
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